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Splitting of the excitonic peak in quantum wells with interfacial roughness
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Excitons in a quantum well depend on the interfacial roughness resulting from its growth. The interface is
characterized by islands of sizej separated by one monolayer steps across which the confining potential
decreases byV0 for wider wells. A natural length is the localization lengthj05p\/A2MV0 characterizing the
minimum size island to confine an exciton. For small islands (j,j0), the absorption spectrum has a single
exciton peak. As the island sizej exceeds the localization lengthj0 , the peak gradually splits into a doublet.
Generally the spectra exhibit the following features:~1! the shape is very sensitive toj/j0 and depends only
weakly on the ratio of island size to exciton radius;~2! in the small island regimej!j0 , the asymmetric shape
of the exciton peak is correctly described by a model of white-noise potential, except for the position of the
peak which still depends on the correlation length of the disorder.@S0163-1829~98!06348-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Optical and transport properties of narrow quantum w
heterostructures are particularly sensitive to disorder at
interface between the different compounds forming the w
and the barrier.1 Local fluctuations of the well thickness pro
duce an interfacial roughness that hinders the transpor
charge carriers in the well or that pins excitons. The qua
of the heterostructure can be improved by interrupting
growth process at the interfaces.2 The atoms deposited on th
surface diffuse during the interruption and form large smo
islands separated by one-monolayer steps. The size o
islands depends on both the interruption time and the t
perature of the substrate.3

The interface roughness has been studied experimen
with different techniques such as photoluminescence, tra
mission electron microscopy, cathodoluminescence,
scanning tunneling microscopy.1,4–6 In GaAs/AlxGa12xAs
quantum wells, islands of severalmm in size have been di
rectly observed by cathodoluminescence.5 The photolumi-
nescence spectrum is very sensitive to the size of the isla
with an exciton line splitting for large-enough islands.1,6,7

The interfacial roughness also plays an important role
resonant Rayleigh scattering in quantum wells.8

Theoretical studies of the photoluminescence have
cused on the regime of small island size.9–11 The rapid fluc-
tuations of the interface are averaged by the relative mo
of electron and hole producing for the exciton center of m
an effective potential that is smooth on the scale of the
citon radius. The absorption spectrum has a single asym
ric excitonic peak.

The present paper is a numerical study of the absorp
spectrum in the presence of islands large enough to prod
a splitting of the excitonic peak. Previous theoretical stud
in this regime have been restricted to a broadening of d
functions by a Lorentzian whose width is estimated by s
tistical arguments.12 Here, however, we use the quantum
PRB 580163-1829/98/58~24!/16186~8!/$15.00
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mechanical approach of Ref. 9 to compute the absorp
spectrum numerically for arbitrary island sizes.

The interfacial roughness is a particular type of disord
in two aspects:~a! it has long-range correlations which a
essential for the splitting of the excitonic peak~see Sec. V!
and~b! the disorder is discrete, that is, the potential chan
abruptly at the edge of islands~see Sec. IV!.

In close analogy to previous studies of the small islan
regime,9,11 the present paper emphasizes the role of the
calization lengthj05p\/A2MV0 as the important length
scale of the problem. This point of view contrasts with t
usual experimental interpretation, which attributes the sp
ting to islands of size larger than the exciton radius.1,6

In Sec. II, the model is described and the main results
presented. Section III discusses the wave function of an
citon confined in a perfect quantum well and examines
importance of correlations between hole and electron in
direction perpendicular to the well. Section IV analyzes t
statistical properties of the interface fluctuations and of
resulting potential for the exciton. Finally, Sec. V presen
the calculations of the excitonic line shape in the absorpt
spectrum.

II. MODEL AND RESULTS

The model used here for excitons in quantum wells w
interfacial roughness was introduced in Ref. 9 for the stu
of the alloy disorder in bulk semiconductors and applied
several authors to the problem of interfacial roughness.10,11

While these studies have considered a rapidly fluctua
random potential, the present paper focuses on the reg
where the interface consists of large smooth islands. T
section presents the approximation for the exciton wa
function in a perfect quantum well and then introduces
interface roughness. The main results of this work are su
marized at the end of the section.
16 186 ©1998 The American Physical Society
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A. Excitonic wave function in a perfect well

The wave functionc is described by a quasi-two
dimensional approximation where the motion in the well a
in the transverse direction are separated.13 The electron and
hole are assumed to be uncorrelated in the transverse d
tion z and to remain in the lowest bound state of the con
ing potential whose wave functions and energies for the e
tron and the hole aref0

e(z),e0
e and f0

h(z),e0
h , respectively.

The wave function in the plane of the well separates int
plane wave of total momentumKW for the center of massRW

and into a relative wave functionf (rW ) for the relative coor-
dinaterW :

c~rW ,RW ,ze ,zh!5e2 iKW •RW f ~rW !f0
e~ze!f0

h~zh!. ~1!

The relative wave functionf with binding energyEx sat-
isfies a Schro¨dinger equation in an effective two-dimension
Coulomb potentialUe f f(rW ):

@2¹21Ue f f~rW !# f ~rW !52Exf ~rW !, ~2!

Ue f f~rW !522E dzedzh

uf0
e~ze!u2uf0

h~zh!u2

AurW u21~ze2zh!2
. ~3!

The effective Bohr radiusaB5eh2/pme2 and RydbergRy

5\2/2maB
2 in the bulk are the length and energy units whe

m5memh /(me1mh) is the reduced mass,me and mh the
electron and hole masses, ande the dielectric constant. In
these units, the exciton radius is defined asax51/AEx.

The total exciton energy in a perfect well consists of t
single-particle confining energies, the exciton binding ene
Ex and the center of mass kinetic energy:E5e0

e1e0
h2Ex

1\2K2/2M with M5me1mh . The next section will further
discuss the validity of the quasi-two-dimensional approxim
tion for narrow quantum wells.

B. Interfacial disorder

In a sample with growth interruption the interface consi
of large smooth islands separated by steps of one monol
in height. Figure 1 shows the islands of typical sizej at the
GaAs/AlxGa12xAs interface in a quantum well of nomina
width w. The steps at the interface correspond to a cha
dw in the thickness of the well.

We consider the disorder at only one of the interface a
further restrict the width fluctuationsdw to either 0 or 1 in
units of the monolayer height. The width fluctuations at d
ferent points of the interface are correlated over the typ

FIG. 1. View of the GaAs/AlxGa12xAs interface where steps o
one monolayer in height form islands of typical sizej. The steps at
the interface correspond to changesdw in the thickness of the wel
of nominal widthw.
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island sizej. Section IV and the Appendix A discuss th
statistical distribution of islands and the numerical proc
dure, which generates such discrete random variables
long-range correlations.

C. Exciton wave function with disorder

The quasi-two-dimensional approximation for the excit
wave function is extended to the disordered well by choos
the transverse statef0

e,h as the ground state for a confinin
potential of nominal widthw. Thus the electron and hole fee
a potential dropVe,h when they sit in an island where th
well thickness isw1dw; the potentialsVe,h strongly depend
on the nominal width since they are proportional to the d
sity of electrons or holes within the excess monolayer:Ve,h

5De,h*w
w1dwuf0

e,hu2dz with De,h being the valence- and
conduction-band offsets.

While the potential fluctuations affect both the center
mass motion and the relative motion, we further simplify t
model by fixing the relative wave functionf to be the ground
state for a perfect well of widthw. This adiabatic approxi-
mation, valid only when the binding energyEx exceeds the
potentialV05Ve1Vh , fails for narrow wells due to the in-
crease ofV0 .

D. Random potential

As a result of these approximations we are left with t
problem of a single-particle subject to a random potentia
two dimensions. The electron at positionrWe5RW 1mhrW /M
and the hole atrWh5RW 2merW /M feel the island potentia
2Vedw(rWe) and2Vhdw(rWh), respectively. The random po
tential V(RW ) for the center of mass is a convolution of th
island potential with the relative wave functionf (rW ):

V~RW !52E d2ru f ~rW !u2H VedwS RW 1
mh

M
rW D

1VhdwS RW 2
me

M
rW D J . ~4!

The potential depends on the exciton radiusax through
the relative wave function and on the island sizej via the
correlation of dw. The kinetic energy introduces anoth
length scalej05p\/A2MV0 that corresponds to the smal
est island size that has a bound state.

The absorption spectrum at zero temperaturea(E) is
computed numerically from the eigenstateskn(RW ) for the
exciton center of mass in the presence of the disorder po
tial V(RW ) and averaged over many random configuration

a~E!5K (
n

U E d2Rkn~RW !U2

d~E2En!L . ~5!

E. Results

Here we summarize the main results of this study wh
are presented in details in the next sections.

1. Quasi-two-dimensional approximation in a perfect well

For narrow quantum wells the confining potential allow
only a single bound state, and the contribution to the exci
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binding energy of excitations into unconfined states is eva
ated perturbatively. In GaAs/Al0.4Ga0.6As quantum wells, the
two-dimensional approximation describes correctly
ground state of the exciton for widths larger than five M
where the coupling to unconfined states becomes impor
The calculations are presented in Sec. III.

2. The strength and correlation length of the potential depend
on j/ax

In the small island regimej/ax!1 the relative motion of
electron and hole reduces the intensity of the poten
which varies over a distance given by the exciton radiusax .
In the opposite regime, however, the potential is proportio
to the width fluctuationsV(RW )52V0dw(RW ) and has the
same correlations asdw. Section IV discusses the statistic
properties of the potential.

3. The absorption spectrum depends on E/V0 and j/j0

The absorption spectrum is very sensitive to the ratio
island size to localization lengthj/j0 , but depends only
weakly on j/ax and on the widthw. Figure 2 shows the
absorption spectrum as a function of normalized ene
E/V0 for wells that differ inw ~and hence inj0) but have a
nearly constantax . For the range ofw considered, nearly
coincident curves correspond to the same value ofj/j0 . The
calculations ofa(E) are discussed in Sec. V.

4. Gradual splitting of the excitonic peak

Figure 3 shows the splitting of the excitonic peak w
increasing island size that occurs in the regime 1/4<j/j0
<2. Photoluminescence experiments show two excito
peaks in samples prepared with growth interruption at
interface. The present study shows that the energy separ
between the peaks depends on the size of islands in th
termediate regimej.j0 .

5. White noise regime

The absorption spectrum in the small-island regime is c
rectly described by a model of white-noise potential. Figu

FIG. 2. Dependence of the absorption spectruma(E) on nor-
malized energyE/V0 and on ratio of island sizej to localization
length j0 . The curves for a given ratioj/j0 nearly coincide al-
though they correspond to wells of different widthsw and hence
different j0 . The results forj/j051 are shown as thick lines.
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4 compares the numerical spectra to the analytical resu
Ref. 11 for ad-correlated potential. While the shape of th
exciton peak agrees well with the numerical data, the po
tion and peak value still depend on the correlation leng
Section V shows how this discrepancy can be eliminated
a proper correction of the high-energy tail in the analytic
result.

6. Localization properties

When the island size is sufficiently large to produce
splitting the exciton states contributing to the low-ener
peak are localized within a single island while the states
higher energy extend over many islands. This result is c
sistent with recent near-field spectroscopy experime
which observed at low-energy sharp resonances attribute
quantum-dot levels.14

FIG. 3. Gradual splitting of the excitonic peak in the absorpti
spectruma(E) with increasingj/j0 for a well of 20 ML.

FIG. 4. Absorption spectruma(E) in the small-island regime
j/j051/4. The numerical results for different widths differ in th
position and the magnitude of the peak. The analytical formula
a white-noise potential from Ref. 11 reproduces the shape of
spectrum but has to be corrected for the finite-correlation length
the disorder to agree with the numerical data.
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III. EXCITON IN A PERFECT WELL

This section addresses the validity of the quasi-tw
dimensional approximation to the excitonic wave function
an ordered quantum well and perturbatively estimates
correction to the exciton binding energy.

The two-dimensional approximation in Eq.~1! retains
only the ground-state wave functions of the confining pot
tial for both hole and electron which are assumed to be
correlated in the transverse direction. This approximation
been studied in the literature by variational calculations t
indicate correlations in the transverse direction to rem
small for widths ranging from a few to 100 monolayers
GaAs/AlxGa12xAs wells.13 This section focuses on th
narrow-well regime where the potential allows only a sing
shallow confined state. The remaining states are unconfi
states and form a continuum; we assess their importance
perturbative estimation of their contribution to the excit
binding energy.

The Coulomb potentialUc couples the ground-state wav
function c within the two-dimensional approximation to ex
cited states with transverse wave functionsfn

e(ze),fm
h (zh)

and momentumqW for the relative motion in the plane:

^cuUcuqW nm&

522E d2rdzedzh

3
@ f ~rW !f0

e~ze!f0
h~zh!#* e2 iqW rWfn

e~ze!fm
h ~zh!

AurW u21~ze2zh!2
. ~6!

The perturbative contribution to the binding energydEx is
given by a sum over the continuum of states with excitat
energyDnm5en

e2e0
e1em

h 2e0
h :

dEx5 (
n,mÞ0,0

1

4p2E d2q
z^cuUcuqW nm& z2

q21Dnm1Ex

. ~7!

We determine the binding energyEx and relative wave
function f (rW ) within the quasi-two-dimensional approxima
tion by a numerical solution of Eq.~3! for an
Al0.4Ga0.6As/GaAs quantum well.15,16 Figure 5 shows the
relative correctiondEx /Ex and the binding energy as a fun
tion of the widthw of the well. The binding energy has
broad maximum for a width of approximately 5 ML i
agreement with the variational calculations of Ref. 12. T
perturbative correction remains very small for widths ran
ing from 5 to 15 ML although the confining potential has
single bound state. For smaller widths, however,dEx sharply
rises with decreasing width and the quasi-two-dimensio
approximation is no more accurate due to the substantial
of the wave functions into the barrier region.

IV. DISORDER AND RANDOM POTENTIAL

This section discusses the model of width fluctuations
the resulting potential for the exciton. It shows that both
correlation length and the strength of the random poten
depend on the ratio of island size to exciton radius.

In GaAs/AlxGa12xAs one of the interface remains roug
-
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on the scale of the exciton radius while much larger islan
can form on the other interface upon growth interruption. W
focus here on the splitting of the excitonic line due to t
presence of large islands and therefore consider only the
order at the smooth interface and width fluctuations of o
monolayer.

The disorder consists of random configurations of islan
with various shapes and sizes. The present model avoids
arbitrary choice of shape that can introduce artificial str
tures in the spectrum. For instance a distribution of islan
generated by square plaquettes of fixed sizej gives unphysi-
cal peaks, which correspond to particular geometrical
rangements of several plaquettes into a larger island. He
continuous distribution of shapes and of sizes is achieved
generating islands via a continuous Gaussian field as
scribed below.

The width fluctuationsdw(rW) in units of the monolayer
height are described by a discrete random field with va
0,1. We omit the thinner width withdw521, which gives
rise to exciton states with larger confining energies. The d
crete variabledw is generated by a continuous Gaussian fi
u(rW) via the relationdw(rW)5Q@U2u(rW)# as explained in
Appendix A.17 A distribution of islands with averaged den
sity n and with typical sizej is obtained by imposing both
the mean valuêdw&5n and an exponential correlation o
dw with distance:

^dw~rW !dw~rW8!&2n25n~12n!expS 2
urW2rW8u

j
D . ~8!

The inset of Fig. 6 shows a typical disorder configuratio
which consists of smooth islands with different shapes a
sizes. The density of islandsn50.3 is large enough so tha
neighboring islands may coalesce into conglomerates wh
sizes exceed the typical sizej as indicated by the arrow on
the figure. In order to have a feeling of the distribution
islands for various densities, we plot in Fig. 6 the probabil

FIG. 5. Relative correction to the exciton binding ener
dEx /Ex as a function of widthw of the well in monolayers. The
correction computed by including perturbatively unconfined sta
in the transverse direction remains very small for widths larger t
5 but sharply increases for smaller widths. The inset shows
binding energy within the quasi-two-dimensional approximation
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distributionp(r ) that a position chosen randomly belongs
an island of radiusr, namely the product of the density o
islands with radiusr and of the area of the island. The who
distribution scales with the typical sizej. While at low den-
sity p(r ) is peaked aroundr 5j the distribution broadens
with increasing density since neighboring islands tend
coalesce. However for all densities the distribution ha
well-defined maximum that scales with the typical isla
size j. The numerical results in the rest of the paper
obtained for a densityn50.3.

The potentialV(RW ) in Eq. ~4! is a convolution of the
width fluctuationsdw and of the exciton relative wave func
tion, which is taken for simplicity as an exponentialf (rW )
}exp(2urWu/ax) where the exciton radius is computed from t
solution of Eq.~2!. The random potential depends on tw
length scales, namely the typical island sizej via the corre-
lations ofdw and the exciton radiusax via f. The amplitude
of the potential varies for wells of different widthsw since
both Ve and Vh depend onw. However, the ratioVe /Vh is
insensitive to the width and the random-potential scales w
the total amplitudeV05Ve1Vh .

The rest of the section studies the statistical propertie
the potential for different island sizesj in terms of the cor-
relation length and of the potential distributionP(v) aver-
aged over the volumeV: P(v)5*d2R^d@v2V(RW )#&/V.
The correlation length is shown to vary fromax in the small
island regime toj for large islands. The potential distributio
has a single peak forj!ax, which splits into a doublet with
increasing island size.

A. Large-island regime

The potential is proportional to the width fluctuation
V(RW ).2V0dw(RW ). It varies abruptly at the island edge
and has the full amplitudeV0 . The potential distribution
consists of twod functions at the energies 0 and2V0 with
weights 12n andn, respectively. The potential is expone
tially correlated over the distancej as the width fluctuations

FIG. 6. Probability distribution of island sizesp(r ) as a function
of radius of the island in units of the typical sizej for different
densitiesn. The continuous distribution broadens with increasi
density due to the coalescence of neighboring islands. The
shows a configuration of islands forn50.3 with j indicated by the
double arrow.
o
a

e

h

of

B. Small-island regime

The potential has a Gaussian distribution derived in A
pendix B and a reduced amplitude10 ^V(RW )2&}(j/ax)

2. At
large distance the potential is exponentially correlated o
the distancemhax /M . However, for excitonic states loca
ized over a distance much larger than this length scale,
potential can be considered as a white-noise potential with
amplitudeG that does not depend onax anymore:

^V~RW !V~0!&2~nV0!252pj2n~12n!V0
2d~RW !5Gd~RW !.

~9!

In the next section we will show numerical evidence tha
model with white-noise potential gives a correct descript
of the absorption spectrum in the small-island regime.

C. Intermediate regime

The potential distributionP(v) is evaluated numerically
for a finite system by sampling several random configu
tions of the interface disorder. The distribution is construc
from its Chebyshev moments using the kernel polynom
method of Silveret al.18,19

Figure 7 shows the potential distributionP(v) as a func-
tion of the normalized strengthv/V0 for several ratiosj/ax .
The distributionP(v) shows with increasing island size
weak bump appearing on the low-energy side, which gra
ally moves towards the edge of the spectrum. The bum
much weaker than the main peak because of the small
sity of islands. Forj@ax the potential varies very rapidly
through the edges of islands and approaches exponen
the value2V0 or 0 when moving away from the edges. Th
exponential behavior gives rise to logarithmic singularities
both v/V050 and21 as illustrated in Fig. 7.

V. ABSORPTION SPECTRUM

The calculations of the absorption spectruma(E) use the
same numerical method as for the potential distribution.
show numerical evidence that the spectrum depends mo

et

FIG. 7. DistributionP(v) of the random potential as a functio
of normalized potential strengthv/V0 and for different ratios of
island sizej to exciton radiusax for a well of 10 ML. Logarithmic
singularities gradually build up at the edge of the spectrumv/V0

50 and21.
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on j/j0 by comparing the results for various widthsw in the
range 5<w<20 where the splitting of the excitonic pea
was experimentally observered.1,6 In this range the localiza
tion length varies by a factor of 2 while the exciton radi
remains nearly constant as shown in Fig. 8.

In the small-island regimej!j0 , the numerical results
compare well to analytical calculations for a white-noise p
tential except for the position of the exciton peak, which s
depends on the correlation length of the disorder. In
large-island regimej@j0 , the absorption spectrum shows
splitting of the exciton peak into a doublet. The localizati
properties of the states are analyzed at the end of the sec

A. Small-island regime

Figure 4 shows the absorption spectruma(E) as a func-
tion of E/V0 for j/j051/4 and different widths of the well
The different curves have a very similar shape and wi
while they slightly differ in the position of the maximum an
in the peak value. The spectrum is asymmetric with a lo
tail at high energy while it vanishes exponentially fast on
low-energy side.

Comparison in Fig. 4 of the numerical results with t
analytic formula of Ref. 11 for a white-noise potential r
veals that while both have a similar asymmetric shape,
analytic formula fails to properly position its peak or to yie
physically realistic high-energy tail.20

The analytic approach is only valid for ad-correlated po-
tential. The inclusion of the exact correlation function, ho
ever, will change the high-energy tail:

a~E!}
1

E2H Ve

V0~11mhE/4Exme!
3/2

1
Vh

V0~11meE/4Exmh!3/2J 2

. ~10!

The correction of the high-energy tail allows the new an

FIG. 8. Localization lengthj0 and exciton radiusax in units of
the effective Bohr radiusaB as a function of the widthw of the
GaAs/Al0.4Ga0.6As well. The localization length increases rapid
with w due to the strong dependence ofV0 on width while the
exciton radius remains nearly constant in the whole range ofw.
-
l
e

on.

h

g
e

e
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-

lytic curve shown as dots in Fig. 4 to obtain the corre
average energy and hence to agree with the numerica
sults.

The spectrum for a purely white-noise potential depen
only on the strengthG}V0(j/j0)2 in Eq. ~9! and therefore
exactly scales withE/V0 and j/j0 . The deviation from the
scaling for different widthsw may be attributed to the cor
relations of the random potential which depend on the ex
ton radiusax as well.

B. Intermediate regime

Figure 2 shows the absorption spectrum for differe
widths and ratiosj/j0 in the transition regime where th
exciton peak starts to split. The splitting of the exciton
peak is governed essentially by the ratioj/j0 since the
curves for different widthsw but a givenj/j0 almost coin-
cide.

Figure 3 shows the exciton peak splitting as the isla
sizej increases through a narrow rangej0/4,j,2j0 . The
single asymmetric peak forj5j0/4 broadens with increasing
island size until it splits atj5j0 . The weak bump at low
energy, which first appears forj5j0 , gradually sharpens
and moves towards the edge of the spectrum asj approaches
2j0 .

C. Localization properties

We show now that for large islandsj.j0 the states,
which contribute to the low-energy peak are localized with
a single island while states at higher energy extend o
many different islands.

We compute the normalized local density of statesd(E)
defined as the ratio of density of states within islands to to
density of states:

d~E!5

E d2Rdw~RW !K (
n

ukn~RW !u2d~E2En!L
E d2RK (

n
ukn~RW !u2d~E2En!L . ~11!

Figure 9 displaysd(E) for the well of 20 ML in the
large-island regimej52j0 where the exciton peak has a
ready split. At high energy, the states extend over many
lands andd(E) equals the density of islandsn50.3. At
negative energies howeverd(E) sharply rises with decreas
ing energy and reaches asymptotically the value 1, wh
correspond to states confined within an island.

The states that contribute to the two exciton peaks h
therefore very different localization properties. At low e
ergy, the spectrum is made out of bound states of sin
islands while higher energy states are localized by the di
der with a localization radius much larger than the me
distance between islands.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

The presence of interfacial roughness strongly affects
absorption spectrum of narrow quantum wells, which sho
a splitting of the exciton peak for sufficiently large island
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We review the main outcomes of this paper and discuss t
relevance for experiments.

~1! The exciton center of mass feels a random poten
due to the interface roughness whose strength and correl
length depend on the ratio of the typical island sizej to the
exciton radiusax .

~2! For the absorption spectrum however, the localizat
length j0 is the important length scale since the spectr
depends mostly on the ratioj/j0 and only weakly on the
well width w.

~3! The exciton peak in the absorption spectrum gradu
splits when the island size reachesj0 . This result contrasts
with the usual interpretation of experiments, which attribu
the splitting to islands of size larger than the excit
radius.1,6 The two length scalesax and j0 however have
comparable magnitudes in narrow GaAs/AlxGa12xAs quan-
tum wells as shown in Fig. 8.

Our results suggest that a gradual splitting could be
perimentally observed in photoluminescence if the tuning
growth parameters allows the control of island size at
interface. A prediction of the photoluminescence line sha
is however beyond the scope of the present paper sinc
requires the simulation of the thermalization process.21

~4! When the island size exceeds the localization len
j0 , the exciton states at low energy are bound states
single island while the states at higher energy still exte
over many islands. This result is consistent with recent ne
field photoluminescence experiments, which have sho
very sharp resonances attributed to quantum-dot states a
energy and a dense set of states at high energy.14
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FIG. 9. Normalized local density of states within islandsd(E)
as a function of normalized energyE/V0 for j/j052 and for a
density of islandsn50.3. At low energy, most states are confin
within islands while forE.0 the states extend over many islan
andd(E).n.
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APPENDIX A

The random variabledw(rW) that describes the width fluc
tuations takes only discrete valuesdw50,1 and has long-
range correlations. Following Ref. 17, the appendix prese
the procedure that generates random configurations ofdw

with any given correlation functiong(rW)5^dw(rW)dw(0)&
2n2.

The procedure relies on the discretization of a Gauss
continuous fieldu(rW), which can be easily generated for an
correlation functions(rW): dw(rW)5Q@U2u(rW)#. The aver-
age value for the discrete field̂dw&5n and its correlation
function g(rW) depend ons(rW) and on the parameterU:

n5
1

A2p
E

2`

U

e2x2/2dx, ~A1!

g~rW !5E
0

s~rW !/s~0! e2U2/~11x!

A12x2

dx

2p
. ~A2!

Inverting the previous equations relatess andU to any de-
siredg(rW) andn. At large distances bothg ands decay with
the same functional dependence. At smaller distance h
ever the correlation functions differ. For an exponent
g(rW), the functions(rW) has a Gaussian shape at small d
tances.

APPENDIX B

We give a derivation of the distributionP(v) in the re-
gime of small islandsj!ax, which is based on an expansio
in cumulant averagesmk5^@V(RW )#k&c of the random
potential:22

P~v !5^d@v2V~RW !#&5E
2`

`

eivlexpF (
k51

`
~2 il!k

k!
mkG dl

2p
.

~B1!

Since the random potential in Eq.~4! is a convolution of the
width fluctuationsdw and of the exciton relative wave func
tion the cumulant averagesmk involve the products ofdw(rW)
at different positionsrW:

mk5E d2r 1•••d2r kF~rW1!•••F~rWk!^dw~rW1!•••dw~rWk!&c ,

F~rW !5
2

pax
2FVeS M

mh
D 2

e2M urWu/axmh1VhS M

me
D 2

e2M urWu/axmeG .
~B2!

On one hand, the cumulant^dw(rW1)•••dw(rWk)&c has a
nonzero contribution only when all its points are within
distancej of each other. Indeed any cumulant involving tw
distant pointsurW i2rW j u@j vanishes because the width fluctu
tions dw(rW i) anddw(rW j ) are statistically uncorrelated.
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On the other hand, the functionF(rW) varies slowly over a
distanceax@j and the product ofF(rW1)•••F(rWk) in Eq.
~B2! is approximated byF(rW1)k due to the locality of the
cumulant.

Finally, the cumulantsmk rapidly decreases with the orde
k as (j/ax)

2k22 in the limit ax@j. In particular the second
order cumulants reads
pp

rt

ys

ci

, J

, E

y

m25
n~12n!

2p S j

ax
D 2F S VeM

mh
D 2

18VeVh1S VhM

me
D 2G .

~B3!

In the small-island regime the first- and second-order cum
lant dominate the expansion~B1! and the potential distribu-
tion is a Gaussian of widthm2 centered aroundm15n(Ve
1Vh).
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